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Agile Development
More than just makeup

Mike Swieton
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Introductions

http://www.atomicobject.com
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Atomic Object is a contractor - we’ve worked with many different platforms and 
technologies.
We focus on processes and practices because these cut across projects.
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The title of this talk is that Agile - or whatever software development methodology you use - 
is not just makeup. Mostly I just wanted a picture of a clown.
Feel free to interrupt with questions.
This talk is two parts: why testing is integral to an Agile project, and how to do it.



Your method must affect how you 
create software.

Not just how you
schedule meetings.
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Whatever method you’re using (waterfall, RUP, Scrum, XP, ...) can’t be treated superficially:
 it must actually affect how you write software, not just how you schedule meetings.



In other words:

Practices matter!
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Agile is:
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These are what all agile practices shoot for - but this is the destination, not the road there

You don’t say “We must respond to change”. You say “We must write software in a way 
that allows us to respond to change”. The subtle difference there is that the second 
statement hints towards the “how”, not just the what.
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You can’t provide always working software until you have working software.
You can’t respond to change without confidence that your changes are correct.



We know all that, but our customer 
is still complaining!

We have to move faster...
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People know all of that - but projects still fail!



famous last words...
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Does anyone really think that’s a good idea?
We all know better - but it feels too late at this stage of the game.



“[Abandoning  your practices] is 
like turning off your lights 

when the night gets 
darkest”

- Ron Jeffries
xprogramming.com
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Even if you’re behind schedule, it’s important to maintain your team’s process.
Especially if you’re behind schedule.
Some teams seem to discard practices one at a time when things get tough - but the gain 
you get from this is very very short term. They skip tests, pairing, refactoring, continuous 
integraton - and eventually they discard all the things that make XP.



If you’re pushed to abandon your 
practices because they cost too 

much:
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make them cheaper!
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How?
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Everyone loves a pithy answer - but how does one actually pull it off?



Automation

Continuous 
Testing
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Make things cheaper with Automation and Comprehensive tests.

Automation of builds, deploys, and other tasks makes it easy to get software in front of the 
customer early and often.

Effective tests mean your customer never pays to fix a bug twice. It means you can respond 
to feedback from your customer without worrying about breaking things.



Automation

One step build
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Example: Blue Medora agent.
A product that plugs into an enterprise monitoring framework and involves many custom 
build steps:
Compile Java code / Invoke framework’s build tool / modify generated configuration files / 
add copyright statement to all plain-text files / copy in open source licenses / zip up 
package
Build system is about 600 lines of Ruby code. But some teams to work like this by hand!



Automation

One step deploy
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Example: SME Toolkit web site
A web site built with Ruby on Rails and involving a database, full-text search server, caching 
server, PHP-based bulletin board.
Deployment is 1200 lines of Ruby code.



Automation

One step 
verification
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Example: DCI

If my build is broken, the whole office knows.



Continuous 
Testing
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Tests can be your canary in a coal mine: if your software’s reliability starts going down, a 
good test suite will help you notice it. Of course - you still need to respond!



?
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But first, I’m curious to hear about what everyone here is working on. Real quick, what 
technologies and platforms do you use? Everyone name a couple.
Let’s make a special note if someone here thinks they work on something where the things 
I’m talking about are very hard or impossible. (can I write down answers somewhere?)



Effective Test Strategies
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• Test at a high level: System tests

• Test at a low level: Unit tests

The key to good coverage is:
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Every app is made up of discrete units of code:

Low Level / Unit Tests - Small tests, one method at a time
  Complete coverage of edge cases
  Doesn’t cover integration between units

High Level / Integration tests complement unit tests
 Asks “Does the application function?”
 Covers full app stack
 But doesn’t cover all edge cases
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• System Tests

• Every user story

• Every normal error case

• Load every screen

• Exercise every form

• Unit Tests

• Every class

• Every method

• Every edge case

• Every error case

• Are comprehensive
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To restate this same idea:
  System tests are not meant to be “all paths” - they just ensure that all the pieces of the 
puzzle fit
  Unit Tests are meant to ensure that each piece functions as advertised in every way
So where do we start writing tests?



Story Driven 
Development
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• Understand the user story

• Create a system test that represents the story

• Implement it starting from the view, letting tests 
drive your development
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We start from the user story
** Implement a test that operates as a user would - this is always a high-level system test
** Use the test to drive our development
** Since the system test interacts via the view (or by impersonating it), that’s the next thing 
we test
** Controllers generally come next and models come last



Writing System Tests
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System tests are, by necessity, somewhat project specific. But I can still provide some general 
guidelines.
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Optimal system test pattern - touch the UI, see changes
Easy with the Ruby on Rails platform (and even web apps in general): make GETs and POSTs, 
examine output
Not everything is that easy - but it’s almost certainly possible no matter your circumstances
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An example of a hard to test application:
** We wrote integration tests for PD - this wasn’t as easy as it is in Ruby on Rails or even Java
** Built with OpenLaszlo - application development framework on top of Flash 8
** Tested it by digging into buttons and triggering mouse clicks from code
** Then inspect the state of the application through similar hooks
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On PD - and on most projects - your tests can’t be perfect, but you can almost always get 
good effective tests.
Here we had to go down below the UI a bit because we couldn’t automate it at the very top - 
but we kept the untestable stuff very very thin.
On another project we used the programs SOAP RPC interface to exercise it from outside the 
process.
Get creative.
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Another example of a difficult to test platform
** The pattern hasn’t changed
** Provide inputs from outside the system
** Then inspect its state



Writing Unit Tests
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• Test every method

• Test all edge cases

• To do this, you need small methods
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The more of your system you test at once, the bigger your tests get, and the harder it is to 
cover your methods completely.



•306 classes

•681 methods

•4000 LOC

•6 LOC / method

Code stats:

JavaNCSS: http://www.kclee.de/clemens/java/javancss/
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Here’s some stats from a recent small Java project.

When your methods are this small, they are very easy to write unit tests for.

http://www.kclee.de/clemens/java/javancss/
http://www.kclee.de/clemens/java/javancss/


•Mock Objects

•Dependency Injection
(Inversion of Control)

Tools for Unit Testing
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Mock objects are objects specifically made for testing
Use mock objects to isolate code
Suppose we’re testing the InvoiceGenerator

- next
We replace the objects it interacts with
Use mocks to assert that the Invoice Generator interacts 
correctly with surrounding objects

35

We’ll take a look at one of these tests later.
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You can use mocks on 
your platform.
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Odds are good that whatever platform you’re on has a mock object library. If not, you can 
probably still use one somehow:
* We build our own for OpenLaszlo. It became part of the standard distribution, and it was 
well worth the time investment.
* For C applications, we’ve used code generators and linked in mock object files. We’ve done 
similar things for C++.



•Mock Objects

•Dependency 
Injection
(Inversion of Control)

Tools for Unit Testing
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Dependency injection is a refinement of the inversion of control design pattern. Plenty of 
more info on Martin Fowler’s site.



Dependency Injection

• Traditional code

• new SomeHelper()

• With injection

• SomeHelper 
provided to 
constructor
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Google Guice
http://code.google.com/p/google-guice/
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Google Guice is a library for doing Dependency Injection in Java



Google Guice
http://code.google.com/p/google-guice/

@Inject
public PsaeRunner(IPsaeProcessBuilder psaeProcessBuilder,
                  IPsaeCommandGenerator psaeCommandGenerator,
                  IApplicationLogger applicationLogger,
                  IProcessExecutor processExecutor,
                  IResultsProcessor resultsProcessor) {
    this.psaeProcessBuilder = psaeProcessBuilder;
    this.psaeCommandGenerator = psaeCommandGenerator;
    this.applicationLogger = applicationLogger;
    this.processExecutor = processExecutor;
    this.resultsProcessor = resultsProcessor;
}
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Google Guice is a library for doing Dependency Injection in Java



Google Guice
http://code.google.com/p/google-guice/
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Google Guice
http://code.google.com/p/google-guice/

return domainInjector.
getInstance(IPsaeRunner.class);
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private PsaeRunner target;
@EMock private IProcessExecutor processExecutor;
@EMock private IApplicationLogger applicationLogger;
// ...

@Before
public void setUp() {
  target = new PsaeRunner(applicationLogger,
    processExecutor);
}

@Test
public void runsPsae() throws Throwable {
  applicationLogger.debug("Executing PSAE command.");
  expect(processExecutor.execute(psae)).
andReturn(results);

  replay();

  target.run(queryFile);
}
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An example of using Guice, EasyMock (+ helpers like @EMock), and JUnit 4 to test Java code 
consisely.
Note: created @EMock attribute and a @Before in the superclass to instantiate the mocks: this 
is an example of automating everything we can.



But I already have a 
project going!
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• EasyMock class extension

• Wrap other helpers with easily mockable interfaces

• Segregate your new code behind a factory

• This factory can use Dependency Injection to 
construct your objects.
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You probably can’t afford to rewrite all of your legacy code in this style - but if you isolate 
new code you can at least make sure it is all clean and well-tested.



Put it all together
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• Use system tests to prove your 
application works.

• Use unit tests to prove that each unit 
works and handles errors.

• Use mock objects to keep test sizes 
manageable.

• Use dependency injection to get 
mocks into your objects.

http://atomicobject.com
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http://atomicobject.com
http://atomicobject.com


• http://code.google.com/p/google-guice/

• http://www.junit.org/

• http://www.easymock.org/

• http://google.com

http://atomicobject.com
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That last link to google.com is only half joking - lots of people use Java so these links will be 
useful, but all of the strategies I’ve discussed will work for any platform.
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